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Ultimate goal of the
NOAA’s RTR Unit
To identify and recruit
outstanding undergraduates
into the discipline of population dynamics
and careers with NOAA.

Goals of the summer program
• To teach students about the complexity of
marine resources management
• To teach students the role that population
dynamics plays in the process.
• To create a new teaching tool for the university
classroom

Each year we focus on a different case study.
• In 2006 we focused on marine protected areas.

The topic for 2006
• What are the goals of MPA creation?
• How can we evaluate MPAs to see if they
are working?

Map from
NOAA NCDC

We chose to look at:
• MPAs in general
and
• one specific MPA
– East End Marine Park on St. Croix, USVI.

We selected six undergraduate students
through a competitive application process

Their first task:
“See what you can learn”

Gave them access to
the right reference material

Next, we went on a two week trip.
• Key Largo
• St. Thomas
• St. Croix

Gave them access to the key people
Agency Scientists

NGO staff

Fishermen

Academics

Established MPA Site

Fish Market

Fishing Tournament

New MPA Site

Gave them access to the right locations

While on the trip, the students were
responsible for their own learning.
• Decided who they wanted to meet with.
• Selected the questions they wanted to ask.

This is a tremendous learning experience
for the six students,
but why limit the experience to the
six students?

The students are asked to create
a website to share what they’ve
learned with other students.

Provided video
and still cameras

Gave them access to
computer hardware and software

After the trip, they spend 2-3 weeks back
at Virginia Tech, creating the website.

The
product

The website contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MPA facts
Graphics
Video interviews
Links
Glossary
Supplemental reading
Discussion questions

what you need to cover this topic in your class

Benefits to the six student participants:

•
•
•
•
•

Participatory learning
Critical thinking skills
Teamwork skills
Communication skills
Networking opportunities

They also have a great time!

Benefits to students using the website:
• Not learning from traditional methods (e.g.
textbooks, lectures).
• Gaining a first-hand, on-location
perspective.
• Learning from students their own age.
• Learning from multimedia website.
• Gaining critical thinking skills.

Four other case studies are* available
Blacks sea bass
management in the
southeastern U.S.

Loggerhead sea turtle
management

Four other case studies are* available
Fisheries
management in
Puerto Rico

What would ecosystem
management look like
in the Gulf of Mexico?*

These* case studies are
available for classroom
use now!
Classes such as:
• Fisheries management
• Marine policy
• Conservation biology
• Environmental science/studies

www.nmfs.vt.edu

This summer
• Eight students will conduct four stock
assessments for use by the South Atlantic
Fisheries Management Council.
• The product will be the assessment
reports and presentations, rather than a
website.
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